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BRASS BAND UK ‘COAST TO COAST’ CHARITY MARCH.   

The Rambling Brass team have now announced a figure of over two thousand pounds that has been 
raised as a result of their gruelling 2 week, 192 mile shore to shore walk of the UK starting on the 
West coast at Saint Bees near Whitehaven, across to Robin Hoods Bay on the East coast.   

With members ranging from 32 to 60 years old, the Rambling Brass team trekked through the Lake 
District and over the Yorkshire Dales loaded down with an array of brass band apparatus including 
trumpets, trombones and a hefty tuba. To lighten the event, and amuse the locals, Rambling Brass 
performed at various villages and townships along the way, including Grasmere, Kirkby Stephen, 
Reeth, Richmond and Robin Hood’s bay. 

Several impromptu concerts on route also entertained many a hill walker and several farmers, whilst 
roaming livestock refused to acknowledge the talented playing of the Rambling Brass orchestra. 

Comments Heidi Bradley, Chair of Rambling Brass, 

“We trained a lot for this event, but we knew our limitations were high, as this was far from the first 
exhausting charity event Rambling Brass has undertaken. In 2008, we raised a substantial amount, 
again, for the NSPCC, when we carried our equipment up Mount Snowdon to sit and to play a 
concert.   But this time we wanted to do something a little more challenging, and when the idea of the 
coast to coast march came about and above all, raise money for this much needed charity, we 
couldn’t wait.” 

Whilst the weather was fair, mountainous terrain and windswept open moorlands were all literally 
taken in their stride, as Bradley continues, 

“We know from past experience, the need for comfort cannot be over looked and we can’t thank 
Fusion enough for sponsoring us with their wonderfully padded, strong lightweight, instrument gig 
bags which made it so much easier to carry the load and which also performed exceptionally well 
during two weeks of extreme abuse. Thanks also to Leicester Clubs for Young People who loaned us 
the mini bus and our fantastic support crew.”  

When Rambling Brass are not raising funds, they’re working to support the development of youth 
opportunities within the brass band network. Recent work undertaken involved a safeguarding 
workshop held especially for brass bands and a Youth Brass Band festival held in North East 
Lincolnshire. States Bradley,   

“The work of Rambling Brass goes much wider than fund raising for the NSPCC, we also aim to 
support the brass band network, to provide safe, high quality opportunities for young people, as this is 
where our future lies.”        Contacts:   www.fusion-bags.com                     http://www.lcyp.org.uk 
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